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Bicycle-Friendly City in the past and the Future in Turkey: Eskisehir
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Abstract: The aim of the present study is to reveal the intensive use of bicycle in the province Eskisehir in the
historical process and to cite the works on ‘revitalizing cycling again in the city’ which are developed because
of the decrease in the use of bicycle as a secure means of transportation due to the increase in the number of
motorized vehicles on the existing roads. To increase the role of bicycling in its transportation system, the city
of Eskisehir adopted a Bicycle Pilot Road Plan in 2011. There were a three workshops to assist the municipality
of Eski ehir in Turkey to better include cycling in its quest to make Eski ehir’s urban transport policies more
sustainable. With the support of a team organized under the frame of Eskisehir Metropolitan Municipality as
the host of the event and with the collaboration of local governments, non-governmental organizations and
universities; the most appropriate bicycle route has been determined according to the attraction and production
centers of the city and the infrastructure for the bicycle route and the detailed solutions have been developed.
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INTRODUCTION in the number of private vehicles owned. The increase in

Eskisehir as one of the priority provinces for development of Eskisehir, the adoption of public transport
development during the era of the Republic started its model and the transfer of the factories to the ‘Organized
process of urbanization by the development of public and Industry’ districts allocated outside of the center led to an
private industries such as Sugar Factory, Railway Engine important decrease in the transportation based on cycling.
Factory of Turkey, Sumerbank Printworks Factory on Since there were no secure bicycle roads in the new
1930. The workers who work in the public or private transportation plans, which resulted with the increase in
industries mostly provide their local transport with the number of bicycle accidents in the roads in which
cycling in Eskisehir which carries the geographical motorized vehicles are prioritized, the use of bicycle has
features of a plain. lost its effect in a considerable extent. In Eskisehir, which

The accessibility of the factories from the city center is currently a university city, the bicycle is used by a small
and residential areas by bicycles, the availability of the number of university students as an economic way of
topography of the province, the economic situation in transportation and physical activity and by some of the
Turkey during the era of Republic, which is not suitable shopkeepers in their daily route to work. 
for owning a private car can be given among the main The Eskisehir Metropolitan Municipality while
reasons for the spread of the use of bicycle. By the developing the ‘plans of sustainable transportation’
planned development of the province starting from 1960’s, adopted the primacy of becoming a ‘bicycle and
the new models of transportation have been transformed pedestrian friendly city’ and with the support of an
into public transport vehicles and privately owned international  team  having  an  expertise  on  the  subject
vehicles. During those years the priority in Turkey has and a workgroup composed of the local governments,
been given to the construction of the highways, which universities   and   non-governmental   organizations   in
connected the city centers to other peripheries and city the   city,    determined   the   ‘pilot   bicycle   route   in
centers by the road network in intracity and intercity the  center of  Eskisehir’.  In  a  period  of  approximately
transportation. During this period, the developing 6 months, the details of the pilot application have been
automotive industry in Turkey supported the use and discussed and the result oriented propositions have been
ownership of private cars which resulted by the increase prepared.

the private cars in transportation with the planned
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(Fig. 1) (Fig. 2)

Fig. 1: The location of Turkey in the world. 
Fig. 2: The Location of Eskisehir in Turkey.

Figure 1 http://aygunhoca.com/cografi-haritalar/72-turkiye-haritalari/502-turkiyenin-dunyada-yeri-haritasi.html
Figure 2http://aygunhoca.com/cografi-haritalar/72-turkiye-haritalari/528-turkiye-iller-haritasi.html

The Place of Eskisehir in Turkey and Her Historical Balkans and Caucasus took its place in the history of
Development: As seen in Figure 1, Eskisehir found in the Eskisehir as an important urban development having
northwest of the Central Anatolian Region of Turkey positive effects n industrial development. [2]. The
which is located in the western edge of the Asian presence of the railways in Turkey, for the newly
Continent, has a strategic position between Ankara, the established state in 1923, became one of the most
capital of Turkey and Istanbul as one of the important effective supporters of Republican Modernism. During
centers of the world trade. Surrounded by Ankara from this period, according to the state policies on
north and east; by Afyon from south; by Konya from transportation, the priority is given to railroads. 
southeast; by Bolu from northwest; by Bilecik and Eskisehir which had a population below 30.000 until
Kutahya from West, Eskisehir has the location of a city the era of Republic composed of two districts in 1923 as
where the roads uniting the West and East of Turkey residential areas. As seen in Figure 3, one of these
intersect. districts is the Odunpazari, an old residential district on

The surface area of the province is 13.653 km . Her the mountain foot in south and the other one is the area2

topographic structure is formed by the planes in the
Sakarya and Porsuk basins and the mountains
surrounding them. The elevation from sea level is 792 m.
While the 22% (approximately) of Eskisehir is formed by
mountains, the 26% of the province is constituted by
plains [1].

Eskisehir as an important threshold on the Anatolian
connection of Hamburg-Bagdad railroad, took her place
on this important trade axis during the end of 1800’s. The
railroad lines constructed entirely depending on the
foreign capital as an outcome of the westernization efforts
of Ottoman Empire before the proclamation of republic,
after the nationalization in 1929 of the railways became
one of the most important institutions of the era of the
Republic. The existence of the railroad transportation in
Eskisehir as a required feature for the development of
industry in the city is among the fundamental reasons of
her designation of one of the prioritized industrial cities of
Republican Turkey. The migration of populations from Fig. 3: The first location of Eskisehir in 1896 [4 Taneri].
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(Fig. 4) (Fig. 5)

Figs. 4-5: The residential and administrative structure of the province [5 Ertan].

around Porsuk in the north where the trade activities  took other municipalities were established in addition to the
place and the migrants were partially inhabited. In Gaye Metropolitan Municipality. The municipalities of Tepebasi
Ertin’s book ‘The Evolution of Habitation in Eskisehir’ it and Odunpazar  were named according to the areas they
is noted that with the effect of industrialization after the belong. The figure 5 displays the administrative borders
establishment of Republic, the city population had a rapid of the metropolitan and the other two municipalities.
growth [3]: According to the data presented in the workshop, the

‘Between 1923-50, the population of the province approximate population is 631 905 people. The province is
displays a supportive feature on the spread and composed of 94 neighborhoods and 51 villages connected
development of residential areas’. Hence, between to the city’s administration.
1927-50, the population increased twice as much as Due to the suitability of the topographical and socio-
the number of the earlier period. Beside the natural cultural structure of the city, bicycle was one of the
increase in the population, the new comers from other mostly used vehicle for transportation in the historical
places (Sivrihisar, Kutahya, Sogut) realized this process and the bicycle has an important place in the
growth. In this growth, as well as the role of three memory of the city. 
major state institutions, namely The Sugar Factory,
The Railway Repair Factory, The Plane Maintenance The Use of Bicycle in Eskisehir and in History: From the
Workshop; the large and small factories established beginning of 1900’s since the mid 1970’s surreys used to
by the private sector were also important.’ be an important means of transportation in the intracity

While during the period when there was no in front of the Turing Hotel seen in the figure 6 displays,
construction plan for the city, the spatial borders and together with the surreys the bicycles were also used in
enlargement were directed by the residential areas as intracity transportation during 1950-1960.
extensions of the industry; starting from 1956 the spatial With the rapid growth of Eskisehir since the public
enlargement realized in a planned way. In 1956 the first and education institutions entered into service, the
master plan for the city has been designed and new municipality started to provide public transportation for
residential districts have been appeared. The physical the first time on two routes between Odunpazari-Sugar
construction of the city was planned in three steps basing Factory and Odunpazari-Station with 6 busses [6].
on the years 1956, 1986 and 2002 [4]. On figure 7 it is seen that during 1970’s even though

Today as seen in Figure 4 the city center of Eskisehir minibuses as public transport vehicles and private cars
remains in between an area of ~ 23 km in the direction of started to be increased in number in transportation, the
east and west and from ~10km. in the direction of north bicycle still had a use in the city.
and south. Starting with the establishment of the Republican

When Eskisehir included into the category of Turkey,  the  workers  of  the   industrial   institutions
metropolis among the local governments in 1993, two those   played  an  important  role  in  the  development  of

province is located on an area of 1600km  in sum and her2

transport. As the still from Eskisehir Hamamyolu Market,
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Fig. 6: A rider in front of Hamamyolu market, Turing Fig. 8: The workers of Sugar Factory driving bicycle back
Hotel. home after the working hours [7]

Fig. 7: Goksu crossroad, the use of bicycle in terms of the work day. 
transportation. Kemal Aydogmus in his article ‘We Love Bicycle and

the province Eskisehir such as Sugar Factory, 2012 denotes that bicycle is one of the mostly used
TULOMSAS (Railway Engine and Motor Industry of vehicles in the past yet with the increase in the number of
Turkey Stock Corporation), The Railway Engine Factory, cars and other motorized vehicles its use decreased and
Eti Biscuit Factory, Sumerbank Printworks Factory and the became dangerous [11]: 
Brick-Tile Factory; used bicycle intensively in intracity
transportation. “Whereas my own childhood passed by watching

The   increase   in   the   number   of   public  and the workers on bike who flow like water in front of
private  institutions  led  to  the  migration  to   the  city our eyes to Sugar Factory and Printworks Factory.
and  by the intensification of the population the And those factories had bicycle parking lots where
residential  areas  started  to  be  extended.  While  the they have parking lots for cars now. They used to
new officers arriving to the city settle down in the hang the bicycles to pegs from their front tires,
residences  built  for  them  or  in  the  residential  areas hundreds of them. People used to go to the work,
in the city center, the workers working in the industrial market, even to house meetings by bicycle. The cars,
section, due to the necessity of living close to their intracity transport vehicles, vans even lorries. When
working areas developed new neighborhoods they opened new roads and renovated the old ones,
surrounding the factories [3]. the cars multiplied, there were nearly no space for

On figure 8 it is seen that starting from 1930’s the bicycles anymore…” 
workers, after the working day, of the Sugar Factory go by
bicycle to their houses which are located close to the A  columnist  from  the  newspaper  Milli rade
workplace. Ayhan points to this subject in his doctoral mentions  that  when  a  friend  of  him  from  Bursa  came
thesis as [7]: to   Eskisehir   coincided   with  the  end  of   the   shift  of

“Another entrance through which railway was
connected to the factory was on the northwest side.
Most of the workers living in other districts of
Eskisehir were probably using the train to come to
the factory. Others were riding home on
bicycles”(Ayhan E.D.,2006 sy:77).

In a similar way, the stills taken from the Tulomsas
documentary (1975) shot in 1975 display that as well as
the Sugar Factory workers, the workers in Tulomsas too
used to ride bicycles intensively on their daily path
between home and factory and that they had a place in
the city’s memory as bicycle groups arriving the city after

Riders’ published in Sonhaber Newspaper in 7 August
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Figs. 9-10: The use of bicycle by the workers working in TULOMSAS (Railway Engine and Motor Industry of Turkey
Stock Corporation).

the state Railways and made a comparison with China rather than gaining the first medal as a team in each
when he saw that hundreds of people were driving race, the cyclists from Demirspor shared the three
bicycles[12]: medals. The most important success of Demirspor in

“When I was working in Bursa, a friend from that Osmali to the Olympic Games of 1948.”
city who knows that I am from Eskisehir told me that
‘But your city is like the Chinese cities, everywhere On Figure 11 Osman Par, the winner of the first prize
is full of bicycles’. The old people know about it, the in Presidency Bicycle Race of 120km and Orhan Suda, the
buses coming from Bursa used to enter into the city winner of the second prize are seen together with Ismet
from the direction Tepebasi, change their way Inonu, the President of Republic.
towards the station and after turning the left from The first bicycle races in the era of Ottomans have
Ataturk avenue they used to reach the terminal organized in Thesalloniki. The first private entrepreneurs
around Ataturk Highschool. To his surprise, this who understood that these races had a good bring-in and
friend from Bursa comes to the city at the time when Leon Efendi who dealt with bicycle exportation and his
the workers in State Railways get out of their work partner Papazyan organized the first bicycle races
so that he coincides with hundreds of riders. Once, between 1910-1912. These races which were later banned
especially for men, the only vehicle for the public revitalized again after the Second Constitutionalist Period.
was bicycle. Not only State Railways but also Sugar The Bicycle Federation that was established in 1923 after
Factory, Air Supply Center and the workers the Alliance of Training Societies and accepted the same
working in other factories used to ride bicycles. year to the membership of FIAC, played an important role
These bicycles even had small license plates…” in the countrywide development of bicycle as a sport [10].

In the history, the bicycle was used as well as a
sports branch rather than being only a means of transport
and the cyclists represented Turkey and Eskisehir in
national and international competitions. In the album ‘100
Years in Turkish Railways (1894-1994)’ published by
TULOMSAS, the Demirspor sports club, which
established in 1930 and which raised professional cyclists
as well as fencing, agglomeration, basketball, athletics and
football is mentioned as bellows [9]:

“The activities of Demirspor on bicycle started with
the efforts of Nazif Yagizer. between 1938-1954 the Fig. 11: The cyclists from Demirspor with Ismet Inonu,
most successful pedals were raised in Demirspor and the President of Republic[9].

bicycle is the participation of Ali Çetiner and Enver
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Fig. 12: Trabzon national bicycle team.
http://www.takaonline.com/trabzon-ve-spor-

sevgisi.html

Fig. 13: Caricaturist Bulent Arabacioglu from Eskisehir
and his bicycle.
http://www.bulentarabacioglu.com/anasayfa.html

The first international competition in bicycle racing
was with Bulgarian national team in the path of Taksim
Stadium in 1927. Later our National Team participated the
1928 Amsterdam Olympics. After the Olympic Games in
1928, the tour called ‘The Aegean Tour’ became the first
long-staged tour of Turkey. Later, in 1938, the stage
Istanbul-Edirne-Istanbul was organized and this stage
repeated in 1939, 1941 and 1942. In the first Balkan Bicycle
Championship organized in 1940 Turkey won two silver
medals one by Orhan Suda in the track race and one from
the team race [13].

The bicycle took its place in the history as the
indispensable    toy    of   children    from    any   period.
As seen on the Figure 13, famous caricaturist Bulent
Arabacioglu  who  was  born  in  Eskisehir  in  1950  and
raised  in  the  city  is  seen  with   his   bicycle  during
1955-1960.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The main aim of this paper is to display that Eskisehir
has the habit of using bicycle coming from its history and
the bicycle once was an intensively used means of
transport. The private car use after 1980, the spread of
public transportation and the increase in the traffic flow
decreased the security of using a bicycle and the bicycle
becomes a vehicle which was forgotten. The Survey for
the Master Plan of Transportation prepared by the
Eskisehir Metropolitan Municipality in 2002 shows that
the 50% of the population uses motorized vehicles while
the 48,2% are pedestrians and 1,8% uses bicycle. The
revitalization of bicycle use entered into the take place in
the Metropolitan Municipality Transportation Strategies
as an important goal. 

The planned pilot route will connect Anadolu
University Main Campus and Osmangazi University main
campus with the city centre and the railway station with
the existing bicycle tracks along Atatürk Bulvari. The
municipality decided to improve the existing bicycle
facilities as well [14].

What to do to make sure that the pilot will not be a
one off project, but the start of a comprehensive approach
to make entire Eski ehir cycling friendly. To make that
happen it is important to embed the cycling policy
strategically in Eski ehir’s vision on the kind of city that
the city government Eski ehir wants to be. To convince
fellow citizens the why of cycling promotion is as
important as the how. Upon that cycling-inclusiveness
would have implications on all aspects of Eski ehir’s
transport policies as it requires changes in the current
balance between transport modes[14].
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